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Abstract: Dynamic time division duplexing (DynTDD) provides greater flexibility than static time
division duplexing (TDD) by dynamically adjusting time slot allocation based on communication
needs. However, flexibility may be limited by crosslink interference (CLI) from neighboring
cells using different transmission directions on partially-overlapping time-frequency resources. To
mitigate this interference, coordinated beamforming is critical. This study focuses on zero-forcing
(ZF) transmit beamforming at initialisation, with and without water-filling, and the iterative weighted
minimum mean-square error (WMMSE) algorithm to maximise the sum rate in a MIMO user
equipment to user equipment (UE-to-UE) interference channel (IC). Additionally, the study explores
the potential benefits of non-uniform degrees-of-freedom (DoF) at uplink (UL) and/or downlink (DL)
UEs, increasing the sum of DoF, resulting in a higher sum rate at high SNR.
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1 Introduction

Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) technology is a
promising solution for achieving high throughput in wireless
communication systems (Goldsmith, 2005). In Downlink
(DL) communication, if the transmitter has certain knowledge
of the Channel state information (CSI), the system throughput
can be maximised. In this study, we focus on dynamic
time division duplexing (DynTDD) systems, which have the
potential to significantly improve overall resource utilisation
(Jayasinghe et al., 2015) and reduce latency (Yang et al.,
2017). However, DynTDD also presents new challenges
due to the introduction of cross-link interference (CLI),
including Downlink to Uplink (DL-to-UL) and Uplink to
Downlink (UL-to-DL) interference. Previous studies have
mainly focused on resolving the base station (BS)-to-
BS interference problem, while interference between user
equipment (UE) has been less explored. This is because,
during Uplink (UL) transmission, DL-to-UL interference can
cause substantial performance degradation, unlike during DL
transmission where DynTDD is used in its favour (Rachad
et al., 2018). However, as reported in Han et al. (2010),
UE-to-UE interference is low for UEs in the centre of the
cell region, but very high for UEs at the cell edge. To
improve network capacity significantly and ensure network
stability, it is necessary to handle UE-to-UE interference of
edge UEs. Therefore, concurrent transmission techniques,
such as Zero Forcing (ZF), Interference Alignment (IA), and
distributed MIMO, have been proposed, in which multiple
senders jointly encode signals to multiple receivers so that
interference is aligned or canceled, and each receiver can
decode its desired information. The feasibility conditions
of IA have been analysed in various studies, such as Liu
and Yang (2013), González et al. (2014), Razaviyayn et al.
(2011), Chen et al. (2020), Negro et al. (2009), Negro et al.
(2010) and Jeon et al. (2017). Additionally, (Ko et al., 2018)
has mathematically characterised the achievable Degrees of
Freedom (DoF) of their proposed distributed interference
alignment (DIA) technique for a given number of antennas at
the BS/Mobile Station (MS).

The primary contributions of this paper extend beyond the
outcomes of the studies conducted in Tibhirt et al. (2021)
and Tibhirt et al. (2022a). In this paper, we utilise the
non-uniformity of degrees of freedom (DoF) at Downlink
(DL) user equipment (UE) and/or at Uplink (UL) UE to
enhance the sum of DoF and thereby increase the rate at
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We have substantiated our

approach with numerical results and sum rate simulations
using a complete Dynamic Time Division Duplex (DynTDD)
system that employs Zero Forcing (ZF) transmit filters at
the DL Base Station (BS) to tackle the intracell interference.
For maximising the sum rate, we have implemented an
algorithm that employs ZF beamformers at DL and UL UEs
in the initialisation stage to eliminate UE-to-UE interference,
ZF transmitter at DL BS to eliminate intracell interference
between DL UEs, and WMMSE filters in the iterative process.
Additionally, we have employed the water-filling technique to
enhance the system’s performance at low SNR.

2 System model and problem formulation

Let’s consider a MIMO system that consists of two cells,
with each cell containing one base station (BS). One cell
operates in the downlink (DL) mode, while the other cell
operates in the uplink (UL) mode. The UL and DL cells are
equipped with Mul and Mdl antennas, respectively, and there
are Kul and Kdl interfering or interfered users in the UL and
DL cells, respectively. The kth DL user equipment (UE) and
the lth UL UE are equipped with Ndl,k and Nul,l antennas,
respectively. Due to the different configurations in DynTDD
between neighbouring cells, two types of interference arise
the UE-to-UE interference between the UEs located at the
edge of the two cells (as shown in Figure 1), and the BS-to-
BS interference. Our system, as shown in Figure 1, is known
as interfering broadcast-multiple access channel (IBMAC) in
Jeon et al. (2017). It represents a two-cell system, with one cell
in DL mode (broadcast) and the other in UL mode (multiple
access), with interference between the two cells. For this study,
we assume that the number of BS antennas is large enough
to support all UL or DL UE streams and that the BS-to-BS
interference can be mitigated by utilising a limited rank BS-to-
BS channel (Ko et al., 2018). As a result, the IBMAC problem
is then limited to interference from UL UEs to DL UEs, which
we refer to as IBMAC-IC (IBMAC Interference Channel). In
terms of the number of data streams at the transmitter and
receiver, we make the following assumptions:

ddl,k ≥ 1 and dul,l ≥ 1. (1)

The lth UL user transmits dul,l independent streams to the
UL BS, where pul,l represents the non-negative UL power
at user l. At the same time, the kth DL user receives ddl,k
independent streams from the DL BS, with non-negative DL
power allocation pdl,k. Let Vdl,k ∈ CMdl×ddl,k denote the
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beamformer used by the DL BS to transmit the signal sdl,k ∈
Cddl,k×1 to the kth DL UE, and Vul,l ∈ CNul,l×dul,l denote
the beamformer used by the lth UL UE to transmit the signal
sul,l ∈ Cdul,l×1 to the UL BS. We assume thatE[sdl,ks

H
dl,k] =

I and E[sul,ls
H
ul,l] = I . Furthermore, we consider Udl,k ∈

CNdl,k×ddl,k and Uul,l ∈ CMul×dul,l as the Rx beamforming
matrices at the kth DL UE and UL BS (from the lth UL UE),
respectively. The received signal at the kth DL UE is given by
ydl,k:

ydl,k = HDL
k Vdl,ksdl,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+

Kdl∑
j=1,j ̸=k

HDL
k Vdl,jsdl,j︸ ︷︷ ︸

intracell interference

+

Kul∑
l=1

Hk,lVul,lsul,l︸ ︷︷ ︸
UL To DL interference

+ndl,k︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise

, (2)

where the matrix HDL
k ∈ CNdl,k×Mdl represents the channel

from the DL BS to the kth DL UE. And HUL
l ∈ CMul×Nul,l

in (4) is the matrix of the channel from the lth UL UE to
the UL BS. We call HDL

k and HUL
l the direct channels. The

interference channel between the lthUL and the kth DL UEs
is denoted as Hk,l ∈ CNdl,k×Nul,l . ndl,k ∈ CNdl,k×1 denotes
the additive white Gaussian noise with distribution CN ∈
(0, σ2

dl,kI) at the kth DL UE. ZF from UL UE l to the DL UE
k requires:

UH
dl,kHk,lVul,l = 0, ∀k ∈ {1, ...,Kdl},∀l ∈ {1, ...,Kul} .(3)

For this system the achievable rate for the UL user l is given
as:

Rul,l = log det

(
IMul

+HUL
l Vul,lV

H
ul,l(H

UL
l )H

( Kul∑
i=1,i̸=l

HUL
i Vul,iV

H
ul,i(H

UL
i )H + σ2

ulIMul

)−1
)
. (4)

In our study we consider ZF precoders Vul,l at each UL UE
given as:

Vul,l =

√
pul,l

Tr(Gz,lGH
z,l)

Gz,l. (5)

The beamformer at the lth UL UE, denoted byGz,l, is obtained
by applying the ZF process that satisfies (3). This process
is typically iterative, but for certain special cases, it can
be obtained in closed-form. Section 5.1 provides a detailed
description of the process for obtaining Gz,l in such special
systems.

The achievable rate for the DL user k is given as:

Rdl,k = log det

(
INdl,k

+HDL
k Vdl,kV

H
dl,k(H

DL
k )H(∑Kdl

j=1,j ̸=k H
DL
k Vdl,jV

H
dl,j(H

DL
k )H+

∑Kul

l=1 Hk,lVul,lV
H
ul,lH

H
k,l + σ2

dl,kINdl,k

)−1
)
.

(6)

In our study we choose Vdl,k as ZF transmit filter at the DL
BS for the kth DL UE, which is computed as:

Vdl = bV̄ =
[
Vdl,1,Vdl,2, . . . ,Vdl,Kdl

]
, (7a)

V̄dl = HHF

(
FHHHHF

)−1

, (7b)

b =

√∑Kdl

k=1 pdl,k

Tr(V̄dlV̄ H
dl )

. (7c)

where H ∈ CKdlNdl,k×Mdl contains the different DL channel
matrices stacked row-wise and F ∈ CKdlNdl,k×Kdlddl,k is
blocked diagonal matrix, and are given such that:

H =


HDL

1

...

HDL
Kdl

 ,F =



Fz,1 0 . . . 0

0 Fz,2 . . . 0

...
. . .

...

0 . . . 0 Fz,Kdl


(8)

The beamformer at the kth DL UE, denoted by Fz,k, is
obtained through the ZF process satisfying (3). While this
process is iterative in general, it can be in closed-form for some
special cases, and the detailed process to obtainFz,k for such a
special case is discussed in section 5.1. In the WMMSE study,
we sometimes useUdl,k = Fz,k to find the initial beams at the
DL-BS.

Table 1 presents a summary of the notations used in this
paper to facilitate easy reference and understanding.

Figure 1 DynTDD system model (see online version for colours)

Fig. 1: DynTDD system Model

3 IA feasibility conditions for DynTDD UE-to-UE
generic Rank MIMO IBMAC

3.1 Proper condition

In Tibhirt et al. (2022a), the proper conditions for IA feasibility
in rank deficient MIMO IBMAC-IC were established. The
following theorem provides global proper conditions, which
typically involve a single global condition that requires the
number of variables to be greater than or equal to the number
of constraints:
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Theorem 1 (Global proper condition for IA feasibility
in rank deficient MIMO IBMAC-IC): For rank
deficient MIMO channels, if the tuple of DoF
(dul,1, ..., dul,Kul

, ddl,1, ..., dul,Kdl
) is achievable through IA,

then it must satisfy the global proper condition:∑Kul

l=1 dul,l(Nul,l − dul,l) +
∑Kdl

k=1 ddl,k(Ndl,k − ddl,k)

≥
∑Kul

l=1

∑Kdl

k=1 min(rk,lddl,k, rk,ldul,l, dul,lddl,k).
(9)

Table 1 Notation

Notation References
ddl,k , dul,l Number of data streams at the kth DL UE, at the

lth UL UE respectively
Ndl,k , Nul,l Number of antennas at the kth DL UE, at the

lth UL UE respectively
Kdl, Kul Number of DL UEs, of UL UEs respectively
Mdl, Mul Number of antennas at the DL BS, at the UL BS

respectively
pdl,k , pul,l The power at DL BS for the kth DL UE, at the lth

UL UE respectively
sdl,k , sul,l Tx signal from DL BS to the kth DL UE, from the

lth UL UE respectively
HDL

k ,HUL
l Direct channel from the DL BS to the kth DL UE,

from the lth UL UE to the UL BS respectively
Hk,l Interference channel between the lth UL UE

and the kth DL UE
Vdl,k , Vul,l Tx beamforming at the DL BS for the kth DL UE,

at the lth UL UE respectively
Udl,k , Uul,l Rx beamforming at the kth DL UE, at the UL BS

3.2 Necessary and sufficient condition

The conditions for the feasibility of interference alignment,
which involve analysing an IA solution that satisfies
equation (3), are elaborated in Tibhirt et al. (2022a).
This analysis provides a necessary and sufficient condition
for interference alignment feasibility and is described in
Theorem 2 for a full-rank interference channel. The condition
given by Theorem 2 represents a precise characterisation of
the feasibility:

Theorem 2 (Necessary and sufficient condition for IA
feasibility in a regular MIMO IBMAC-IC): For a full rank
MIMO IBMAC-IC, the DoF tuple (dul,1, ..., dul,Kul

, ddl,1, ...,
dul,Kdl

) is feasible almost surely if and only if J has full row
rank.

J =



Idul,1
⊗H

(2)
11 0 (H

(3)
11 )T ⊗Iddl,1

0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0 Idul,Kul
⊗H

(2)
1Kul

(H
(3)
1Kul

)T ⊗Iddl,1
0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Idul,1
⊗H

(2)
Kdl1

0 0 (H
(3)
Kdl1

)T ⊗Iddl,Kdl

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0 Idul,Kul
⊗H

(2)
KdlKul

0 (H
(3)
KdlKul

)T ⊗Iddl,Kdl



︸ ︷︷ ︸
JG

︸ ︷︷ ︸
JF

(10)

Such that the matrices H
(2)
kl ∈ Cddl,k×(Nul,l−dul,l) and

H
(3)
kl ∈ C(Ndl,k−ddl,k)×dul,l correspond to the following

channel partitioning:

Hkl =

H(1)
kl H

(2)
kl

H
(3)
kl H

(4)
kl

. (11)

In the case of a reduced-rank interference channel, the UE-to-
UE interference channel has a rank of rk,l, which means that
rk,l distinct significant paths contribute to Hk,l. As a result,
we can decompose Hk,l as follows:

Hk,l = Bk,lA
H
k,l (12)

We define the matrices JH and JJ such that:

JH =



(Idul,1
⊗B

(1)H
11 ) 0 (A

(1)T
11 ⊗Iddl,1

) 0

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

0 (Idul,Kul
⊗B

(1)H
KdlKul

) 0 (A
(1)T
KdlKul

⊗Iddl,Kdl
)



︸ ︷︷ ︸
JB

︸ ︷︷ ︸
JA

(13)

JJ = [J JH ] (14)

Then the necessary and sufficient condition is given by
Theorem 3:

Theorem 3 (Necessary and sufficient condition for IA
feasibility in reduced rank MIMO IBMAC-IC): For a deficient
rank MIMO IBMAC-IC, the DoF (dul,1, ..., dul,Kul

, ddl,1, ...,
dul,Kdl

) are feasible almost surely if and only if:

rank(J) = rank(JJ) = rank([J JH ]) (15)

i.e., the column space of JH in (13) should be contained in
the column space of J in (10).

Detailed proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 can be found in Tibhirt
et al. (2022a).

3.3 Sufficient condition

Since Theorems 2 and 3 require the rank of a matrix that
includes all the channel matrices, we aimed to find a condition
that could be expressed in terms of the system’s dimensions,
such as Ndl,k, Nul,l, ddl,k, dul,l, Kdl, and Kul. To achieve
this, a sufficient condition is presented in Theorem 4:

Theorem 4 (Sufficient condition for IA feasibility in a regular
MIMO IBMAC-IC): For a full rank MIMO IBMAC-IC,
respecting the proper condition of Theorem 1, and if:

∀k, l : (Nul,l − dul,l) ≥ ddl,k and

(Ndl,k − ddl,k) ≥ dul,l (16)

then (dul,1, ..., dul,Kul
, ddl,1, ..., dul,Kdl

) is feasible.

The equation in (16) means that both the block matrix Idul,l
⊗

H
(2)
kl in JG and the block matrix (H

(3)
kl )T ⊗ Iddl,k

in JF
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should be full row rank. The proof is given in Tibhirt et al.
(2022b).

We analyse the feasibility of the combined method that
is given in (Tibhirt et al., 2021, equations(26), (27)). For
this, we compare the DoF given by the combined method
in (Tibhirt et al., 2021, equations (26), (27)) to the DoF
given by the sufficient and necessary condition for a generic
rank interference channel in Theorem 3, which is a precise
characterisation of the feasible DoF. And we make our
observation in the following conjecture:

Conjecture 1: For a DynTDD system, if the DoF tuple
(dul,1, ..., dul,Kul

, ddl,1, ..., ddl,Kdl
) satisfies the condition for

the combined method in (Tibhirt et al., 2021, eq.(26), eq.(27)),
then this DoF is almost surely feasible.

Then we exploit the non-uniform DoF between DL UEs and
between UL UEs, i.e., when the number of the data stream at
each DL UE, ddl,k, or at each UL UE, dul,l, could be different
from each other. As a result, we give the following remark:

Remark 1: In DynTDD systems, if the DoF tuple
(dul,1, ..., dul,Kul

, ddl,1, ..., ddl,Kdl
) is feasible for IA (i.e.,

satisfy Theorem 3, and present a non-uniform DoF at Rx (DL
UEs) and/or at Tx (UL UEs), so the resulting sum of DoF
would be surely equal or greater than the sum DoF when
imposing uniform DoF.

Generally speaking, fewer constraints will lead to equal or
better performance.

4 Numerical DoF evaluations

To investigate Conjecture 1 and Remark 1, we present Table 2,
which considers a MIMO IBMAC-IC and evaluates the DoF
of the system for Nul = 3, Ndl = 6, Kul = 2, and Kdl = 4.
Each element in Table 2 is described below, where a generic
tuple (ddl, dul, dtot) represents the DoF of a DL UE, a UL UE,
and the total UL+DL sum DoF:

• (dp,dl, dp,ul, dp,tot) considering Theorem 1 in the
centralised case, i.e., considering (only) the proper
(necessary) IA feasibility conditions for a centralised
design,

• (dd,dl, dd,ul, dd,tot) considering the distributed method,
with DL UE DoF as in (Tibhirt et al., 2021,
equation (31a)), UL UE DoF as in (Tibhirt et al., 2021,
equation (31b)) (with the corresponding optimised nF ,
nG shown in Table 2 and denoted as nFd

, nGd
), i.e., this

is the distributed method in which Tx/Rx filters only
depend on the low-rank channel factors on their side
(and are independent of the filter values on the other
side, their design is closed-form, non-iterative), with an
optimisation of the distribution of the ZF roles among
Tx/Rx,

• (dc,dl, dc,ul, dc,tot) considering the combined method,
with DL UE DoF as in (Tibhirt et al., 2021,

equation (26)), the UL UE as in (Tibhirt et al., 2021,
equation (27)) (with the corresponding optimised nF ,
nG shown in Table 2 and denoted as nFc , nGc ), i.e., this
concerns a feasible centralised approach in which there
is an optimised partitioning of the ZF roles among all
Tx/Rx: each interference link is either ZF’d by the Tx or
the Rx involved (but the resulting Tx depends on the Rx
and vice versa, the Tx/Rx design may require an
iterative algorithm),

• (dr,dl, dr,ul, dr,tot) considering Rx side ZF only as in
(Tibhirt et al., 2021, equation (26)) with nF = Kul, i.e.,
all ZF is done by the Rx only (closed-form solutions,
non-iterative, hence can be considered a distributed
approach),

• (dt,dl, dt,ul, dt,tot) considering Tx side ZF only as in
(Tibhirt et al., 2021, equation (27)) with nG = Kdl, i.e.,
all ZF is done by the Tx only (closed-form solutions,
non-iterative, hence can be considered a distributed
approach),

• (dT3,dl, dT3,ul, dT3,tot) considering Theorem 3, i.e., the
exactly maximally feasible DoF in a centralised
approach (requires an iterative Tx/Rx design).

For the application of Theorem 3, we perform an algorithm that
allows us to check the rank of the matricesJ andJJ depending
on the variables Nul, Ndl, dul, ddl and rkl, when given the
interference channel matrixHk,l with random coefficients that
must satisfy the considered rank of the channel matrix.

In Table 2 we can conclude that all the given DoF by
the combined method (Tibhirt et al., 2021, equations (26),
(27)) is feasible as long as this DoF satisfies the necessary
and sufficient condition in Theorem 3. For Remark 1, we
can observe, in Table 2 for r = 2 and when considering
the condition in Theorem 3, that the non uniform tuple
DoF dul,1 = dul,2 = 1, ddl,1 = ddl,2 = 5, ddl,3 = ddl,4 = 4,
which gives a sum of DoF equal to 20, is feasible. Otherwise,
if we assume a uniform DoF (i.e., dul,1 = dul,2 and ddl,1 =
ddl,2 = ddl,3 = ddl,4) we are limited to a feasible sum of DoF
equal to18. Exploring different numbers of data streams for the
Rx and Tx users could be an interesting approach to increase
the sum DoF, thereby enhancing the rate performance at high
SNR levels.

In Table 3 we compare the number of combinations (a
combination is a given number of data streams at each UL and
DL UE) for different sum DoF when considering the proper
condition in Theorem 1, the necessary and sufficient condition
in Theorem 2, the sufficient condition in Theorem 4, and the
sufficient condition in (Jeon et al., 2017, Theorem 3). We
choose as an exampleKul = 2 andKdl = 3, for the following
three systems:

• System 1: Nul,1 = 3, Nul,2 = 7, Ndl,1 = 2, Ndl,2 = 3
and Ndl,3 = 8, which is the system that has been chosen
in Jeon et al. (2017)

• System 2: Nul,1 = 4, Nul,2 = 7, Ndl,1 = 4, Ndl,2 = 5
and Ndl,3 = 6
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Table 2 DoF per user as a function of the rank of any cross-link channel with Nul = 3, Ndl = 6, Kul = 2 and Kdl = 4 (see online version
for colours)

r 0 1 2 3
(dp,dl,dp,ul,dp,tot) (6,3,30) ((6,5,5,5),2,25) ((6,5,5,5),1,23) (5,1,22)
(dd,dl,dd,ul,dd,tot) (6,3,30) (5,1,22) (2,3,14)or (4,0,16)* (3,0,12)*
(nF,d,nG,d) (1,2) (1,2) (1,2) or (2,0) (1,2)
(dc,dl,dc,ul,dc,tot) (6,3,30) (5,1,22) (4,1,18) (4,1,18)
(nF,c,nG,c) (1,2) (1,2) (2,0) (2,0)
(dr,dl, dr,ul, dr,tot) (6,3,30) (4,3,18) (2,3,14) (0,3,6)*
(dt,dl, dt,ul, dt,tot) (6,3,30) (6,0,24)* (6,0,24)* (6,0,24)*
(dT3,dl, dT3,ul, dT3,tot) (6,3,30) (5,1,22) ((5,5,4,4),1,20)** (4,1,18)

(*): the given DoF does not satisfy the conditions in (1) if a negative DoF results from a formula, this DoF will be set to zero logically.
(**): the given DoF represents a non-uniform DoF at DL UEs, of the form ((ddl,1, ddl,2, ddl,3, ddl,4), dul, dtot).

• System 3: Nul,1 = 7, Nul,2 = 7, Ndl,1 = 6, Ndl,2 = 5
and Ndl,3 = 6.

We get the following numerical results by doing an exhaustive
search for all the possible combinations that satisfy each given
theorem in Table 3, and this process is repeated for different
sum DoF. We give here an example to better understand the
meaning of a combination, for System 1 when SumDoF =
6, the different possible combinations that respect the proper
condition in Theorem 1 are:

dul,1 = 2, dul,2 = 1, ddl,1 = 1, ddl,2 = 1 and ddl,3 = 1

dul,1 = 1, dul,2 = 2, ddl,1 = 1, ddl,2 = 1 and ddl,3 = 1

dul,1 = 1, dul,2 = 1, ddl,1 = 2, ddl,2 = 1 and ddl,3 = 1

dul,1 = 1, dul,2 = 1, ddl,1 = 1, ddl,2 = 2 and ddl,3 = 1

dul,1 = 1, dul,2 = 1, ddl,1 = 1, ddl,2 = 1 and ddl,3 = 2.

Table 3 Number of combinations for different Sum DoF in a full
rank interference channel, Kul = 2 and Kdl = 3
(see online version for colours)

SumDoF 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Proper Theorem 1SY S1 1 5 10 15 20 21 19 5 0 0 0
Theorem 2SY S1 1 5 10 15 20 21 16 3 0 0 0
Theorem 4 (16)SY S1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(Jeon et al. 2017, Theo-
rem 3)SY S1

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proper Theorem 1SY S2 1 5 15 33 58 83 80 26 4 0 0
Theorem 2SY S2 1 5 15 31 50 67 60 21 4 0 0
Theorem 4 (16)SY S2 1 5 15 22 20 9 2 0 0 0 0
(Jeon et al. 2017, Theo-
rem 3)SY S2

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Proper Theorem 1SY S3 1 5 15 35 70 125 189 241 187 51 8
Theorem 2SY S3 1 5 15 35 70 125 173 197 167 51 8
Theorem 4 (16)SY S3 1 5 15 35 61 76 72 52 28 12 3
(Jeon et al. 2017, Theo-
rem 3)SY S3

1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

From these results, we can conclude that:

• The gap in terms of the number of combinations
between the proper (Theorem 1) and the necessary and
sufficient condition (Theorem 2) is not negligible, and it
is proportional to the number of antennas. Thus a
feasible Sum DoF needs to be associated with feasible
combinations (distribution of the DoF at UL and DL
UE), so the IA is feasible,

• All the feasible cases are given by the necessary and
sufficient condition (Theorem 2), the sufficient
condition (Theorem 4) comes to cover a subset of these
feasible cases, the size of this subset is quite interesting,
since Theorem 4 is written in term of the problem
dimension, and does not need the full row rank test on
J ,

• When considering the sufficient condition (Theorem 4)
with the sufficient condition mentioned before in the
state of the art (Jeon et al., 2017, Theorem 3), we notice
how much the sufficient condition in Theorem 4
outperforms and improves the available state of the art.

5 Beamformer design

In this section, we begin by furnishing an example of how to
obtain the ZF precoders for UL UEs and the ZF decoders for
DL UEs when working with closed-form cases. Furthermore,
we introduce the WMMSE beamformer and finally, we
describe the algorithm that is used for water-filling.

5.1 The ZF precoders at UL UEs and the ZF decoders
at DL UEs

In this subsection, we provide an explanation of how we derive
the ZF precodersGz,l and the ZF decodersFz,k in closed-form
cases, which allow us to satisfy the condition of canceling all
interference links from the UL UEs to the DL UEs given in
equation (3).

We consider a system with Nul = 3, Ndl = 6, Kul = 2,
and Kdl = 4, with an interference channel matrix of rank r =
2. We assume that the data stream is dul,1 = dul,2 = 1, ddl,1 =
ddl,2 = 5, andddl,3 = ddl,4 = 4. The following steps illustrate
how we obtain Gz,l and Fz,k in closed-form cases:

Step 0: We generate interference channel matrices
H11,H12,H21,H22,H31,H32,H41 and H42 with a rank
of r = 2.

Step 1: The stream from UL UE 1 to DL UE 1 is canceled
by UL UE 1. This involves performing singular value
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decomposition (SVD) of the interference channel matrixH11,
resulting in:[

Ut1St1Vt1

]
= SV D(H11). (17)

St1
1 is given such that:

St1 =



0 0 0

0 β1,1 0

0 0 β1,2

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0


(18)

After obtaining the SVD of the interference channel matrix
H11 and denoting the non-zero singular values by β1,1 and
β1,2, we set VN1 = Vt1 and use it to transmit from Tx 1
(UL UE 1). This results in the following updated interference
channel matrices:

HN1,k1 = Hk1VN1, ∀k ∈ [1, ...,Kdl] (19)

The resulting HN1,11 has zeros at the first column, thus the
interference from the UL UE 1 to the DL UE 1 is canceled by
the UL UE 1.

Step 2: we perform interference cancellation from UL UE 2
to DL UE 2. This is achieved by performing the SVD of the
interference channel matrix H22, which yields:[

Ut2St2Vt2

]
= SV D(H22). (20)

where the positions of the two non-zero singular values of St2

are as those of St1.
Then we take VN2 = Vt2 and apply it to Tx 2 (UL UE 2),

so the new interference channel matrices become:

HN2,k2 = Hk2VN2, ∀k ∈ [1, ...,Kdl] (21)

The resulting HN2,22 has zeros at the first column, thus the
interference from the UL UE 2 to the DL UE 2 is canceled by
UL UE 2.

Step 3: To cancel the stream from UL UE 2 to DL UE 1,
we obtain the new channel matrix HN2,12 after completing
step 2. Then, we calculate the SVD of the first column of
HN2,12, denoted as HN2p,12. This step allows us to remove
the interference caused by UL UE 2 on DL UE 1:[

U1S1V1

]
= SV D(HN2p,12). (22)

Then we take UH
1 and apply it to Rx 1 (DL UE 1), so the new

interference channel matrices become:

Hn1,1l = UH
1 HNl,1l,∀l ∈ [1, ...,Kul] (23)

S1
1 is given such that:

S1 =
[
0 0 0 0 0 γ1

]T (24)

with γ1 is the non-zero singular value of HN2p,12.
The resulting Hn1,12 has ddl,1 zeros at the first column, thus
the interference from the UL UE 2 to the DL UE 1 is canceled
at the DL UE 1.

Step 4: To cancel the stream from UL UE 1 to DL UE 2,
we use the new channel matrix from UL UE 1 to DL UE 2
obtained after step 1, denoted by HN1,21. Then, we consider
the first column of HN1,21, which corresponds to the stream
from UL UE 1 to DL UE 2, denoted by HN1p,21. We apply
the SVD to HN1p,21:[

U2S2V2

]
= SV D(HN1p,21). (25)

where the positions of the non-zero singular value of S2 is as
that of S1.
Then we take UH

2 and apply it to Rx 2 (DL UE 2), so the new
interference channel matrices become:

Hn2,2l = UH
2 HNl,2l, ∀l ∈ [1, ...,Kul] (26)

The resulting Hn2,21 has ddl,2 zeros at the first column, thus
the interference from the UL UE 1 to the DL UE 2 is canceled
at the DL UE 2.

Step 5: we address the interference coming from both UL UE
1 and UL UE 2 towards DL UE 3. To cancel these two streams,
we perform the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the
matrixHc,3 which is formed by concatenating the interference
channels from UL UE 1 and UL UE 2 to DL UE 3:

Hc,3 =

h11
N1,31 h

21
N1,31 h

31
N1,31 h

41
N1,31 h

51
N1,31 h

61
N1,31

h11
N2,32 h

21
N2,32 h

31
N2,32 h

41
N2,32 h

51
N2,32 h

61
N2,32

T

(27)

such that hji
N1,31 represents the element of HN1,31 at the ith

column and the jth line:[
U3S3V3

]
= SV D(Hc,3) (28)

S3
1 is given such that:

S3 =

[
0 0 0 0 γ3,1 0

0 0 0 0 0 γ3,2

]T
(29)

with γ3,1 and γ3,2 are the non-zero singular values of Hc,3.
Then we take UH

3 and apply it to Rx 3 (DL UE 3), so the new
interference channel matrices become:

Hn3,3l = UH
3 HNl,3l, ∀l ∈ [1, ...,Kul] (30)

After applying the cancelation schemes in Steps 1-4, the
resulting interference channel matrices Hn3,31 and Hn3,32

have a total of ddl,3 zeros at the first column. As a result, the
interference from UL UE 1 and UL UE 2 to the DL UE 3 are
effectively canceled at the DL UE 3.

Step 6: we aim to cancel the interference from UL UE 1 and
UL UE 2 at DL UE 4. To achieve this, we follow a similar
approach as in Step 5 by considering the SVD of a matrix
denoted as Hc,4 which is similar to Hc,3 with considering
HN1,41 and HN2,42:[

U4S4V4

]
= SV D(Hc,4). (31)

After obtaining the SVD of the matrix Hc,4 in the previous
step, we place the two non-zero singular values of S4 in the
same positions as those of S3. Then, we apply the Hermitian
transpose of U4 to the received signal at DL UE 4, denoted
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as Rx 4. Consequently, the interference channel matrices are
updated as follows:

Hn4,4l = UH
4 HNl,4l,∀l ∈ [1, ...,Kul] (32)

The resulting Hn4,41 and Hn4,42 have ddl,4 zeros at the first
column, thus the interference from the UL UE 1 and from UL
UE 2 to the DL UE 4 are canceled at the DL UE 4.

Finally, Fz,1 = U1[:, 1 : ddl,1], Fz,2 = U2[:, 1 : ddl,2],
Fz,3 = U3[:, 1 : ddl,3] and Fz,4 = U4[:, 1 : ddl,4]; Gz,1 =
VN1[:, 1 : dul,1] and Gz,2 = VN2[:, 1 : dul,2].

5.2 WMMSE Beamformers

The derivation of the WMMSE beamformer for a MIMO
Broadcast Channel system is provided previously in
Christensen et al. (2008) and Shi et al. (2011). In our study,
we have leveraged the WMMSE filter framework proposed
in Christensen et al. (2008) and have extended it to account
for the unique characteristics of the Dynamic time division
duplexing (TDD) system. This allowed us to derive optimised
beamformers at DL Vdl,1 ... Vdl,Kdl

,Udl,1 ... Udl,Kdl
and at

UL Vul,1 ... Vul,Kul
,Uul,1 ... Uul,Kul

which maximise the
weighted sum rate. The maximisation problem can be written
at the DL as:

maxv
∑Kdl

k=1 αkRdl,k

s.t.
∑Kdl

k=1 Tr(Vdl,kV
H
dl,k) ≤ PDL−BS

(33)

with αk defines the priority for the DL user k in the system,
PDL−BS is the power budget at the DL BS, and Rdl,k is the
rate of user k which is written as shown in equation (6).

The MSE-matrix for user k given that the MMSE-receive
filter is applied can be written as:

Edl,k = (Iddl
−UH

dl,kH
DL
k Vdl,k)

(Iddl
−UH

dl,kH
DL
k Vdl,k)

H

+
∑Kdl

j=1,j ̸=k Udl,kH
DL
k Vdl,jV

H
dl,j(H

DL
k )HUH

dl,k

+
∑Kul

l=1 Udl,kHk,lGlG
H
l HH

k,lU
H
dl,k

+σ2
kU

H
dl,kUdl,k,

(34)

So the MMSE receive filter at user k is given as:

UMMSE
dl,k = J−1

dl,kH
DL
k Vdl,k (35)

with:

Jdl,k =
∑Kdl

j=1 H
DL
k Vdl,jV

H
dl,j(H

DL
k )H

+
∑Kul

l=1 Hk,lVul,lV
H
ul,lH

H
k,l + σ2

dl,kINdl,k

(36)

Using this MMSE receiver, the corresponding MSE matrix is
given by:

Emmse
dl,k = Iddl,k

− V H
dl,k(H

Dl
k )HJ−1

dl,kH
DL
k Vdl,k (37)

We denote Wdl,k as a constant weight matrix associated with
user k, such that:

Wdl,k = Emmse−1

dl,k (38)

The precoder at DL user k is given such that:

V̄dl=

(
HHUWUHH + µdlIMdl

)−1

HHUW (39a)

bdl =

√
PDL−BS

Tr(V̄dlV̄ H
dl )

(39b)

V WMMSE
dl =bdlV̄dl =

[
Vdl,1,Vdl,2,. . . ,Vdl,Kdl

]
(39c)

with µdl a regularisation parameter given by:

µdl =

Tr

(
WUHU

)
PDL−BS

(40)

The same approach used to obtain the WMMSE DL
beamformers is applicable to derive the UL beamformers as
well. Then at UL, the maximisation of the sum rate is given
by:

maxv Rul,l

s.t.Tr(Vul,lV
H
ul,l) ≤ Pul,l

(41)

Pul,l is the power budget at the lth UL UE, and Rul,l is the
rate of user l which is written as shown in (4). The MMSE
receiver at the UL BS:

UMMSE
ul,l = J−1

ul,lH
UL
l Vul,l (42)

with Jul,l such that:

Jul,l =

Kul∑
i=1

HUL
i Vul,iV

H
ul,i(H

UL
i )H + σ2

ulIMul
(43)

And the MSE matrix is given by:

Emmse
ul,l = Idul,l

− V H
ul,l(H

Ul
l )HJ−1

ul,lH
UL
l Vul,l (44)

with the weighted matrix Wul,l:

Wul,l = Emmse−1

ul,l (45)

So the precoder at the lth UL user is:

V̄ul,l =
(
(HUL

l )HUul,lWul,lU
H
ul,lH

UL
l +∑Kdl

i=1(Hi,l)
HUdl,iWdl,iU

H
dl,iHi,l + µul,lINul,l

)−1

(HUL
l )HUul,lWul,l

(46a)

bul,l =

√
Pul,l

Tr(V̄ul,lV̄ H
ul,l)

(46b)

V WMMSE
ul,l = bul,lV̄ul,l (46c)

with µul,l a regularisation parameter given by:

µul,l =

Tr

(
Wul,lU

H
ul,lUul,l

)
Pul,l

(47)
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5.3 Waterfilling algorithm

The subsequent section presents a method for applying the
MIMO water-filling algorithm to broadband channels. The
total rate at the DL, which takes into account the ZF between
UL and DL UEs, as well as the ZF between the DL BS and
DL UEs, can be expressed as:

Rdl =
∑Kdl

k=1 log det

(
INdl,k

+ 1
σ2
n
(FH

z,kFz,k)
−1(

FH
z,kH

DL
k Vdl,kQdl,kV

H
dl,k(H

DL
k )HFz,k

))
=
∑Kdl

k=1 log det

(
INdl,k

+ 1
σ2
n

(
V H
dl,k(H

DL
k )HFz,k

(FH
z,kFz,k)

−1FH
z,kH

DL
k Vdl,kQdl,k

))
,

(48)

with Qdl,k = Iddl,k
, and the DL transmit power constraint

is
∑Kdl

k=1 Tr(Qdl,kV
H
dl,kVdl,k) = P , P is the power budget

available at the DL BS.
Now, we consider the eigendecomposition of V H

dl,kVdl,k

given by:

V H
dl,kVdl,k = X̃dl,kΣ̃dl,kX̃

H
dl,k (49)

where X̃dl,kX̃
H
dl,k = X̃H

dl,kX̃dl,k = I , and Σ̃dl,k =

Σ̃
1/2
dl,kΣ̃

1/2
dl,k is a positive diagonal matrix. Let Q

′

dl,k =

Σ̃
1/2
dl,kX̃

H
dl,kQdl,kX̃dl,kΣ̃

1/2
dl,k and V

′

dl,k = Vdl,kX̃dl,kΣ̃
−1/2
dl,k .

So with Q
′

dl,k and V
′

dl,k (48) could be written such that:

Rdl =
∑Kdl

k=1 log det

(
INdl,k

+ 1
σ2
n

(
V

′H
dl,k(H

DL
k )H

Fz,k(F
H
z,kFz,k)

−1FH
z,kH

DL
k V

′

dl,kQ
′

dl,k

))
,

(50)

with the DL transmit power constraint
∑Kdl

k=1 Tr(Q
′

dl,k) = P .
Then, we consider the following eigendecomposition:

1
σ2
n
V

′H
dl,k(H

DL
k )HFz,k(F

H
z,kFz,k)

−1FH
z,kH

DL
k V

′

dl,k

= Xdl,kΣdl,kX
H
dl,k.

(51)

where Xdl,kX
H
dl,k = XH

dl,kXdl,k = I , and Σdl,k =

Σ
1/2
dl,kΣ

1/2
dl,k is a positive diagonal matrix. We note

V
′′

dl,k = V
′

dl,kXdl,k and Q
′′

dl,k = XH
dl,kQ

′

dl,kXdl,k, then
V

′

dl,kQ
′

dl,kV
′H
dl,k = V

′′

dl,kQ
′′

dl,kV
′′H
dl,k .

So the sum rate at DL in (50) becomes:

Rdl =
∑Kdl

k=1 log det
(
INdl,k

+ 1
σ2
n

(
V ”H
dl,k(H

DL
k )H

Fz,k(F
H
z,kFz,k)

−1FH
z,kH

DL
k V ”

dl,kQ
”
dl,k

))
=
∑Kdl

k=1 log det
(
INdl,k

+Σdl,kQ
”
dl,k

)
,

(52)

The constraint on the transmit power for DL becomes∑Kdl

k=1 Tr(Q
′′

dl,k) =
∑Kdl

k=1 Tr(Q
′

dl,kXdl,kX
H
dl,k) =∑Kdl

k=1 Tr(Q
′

dl,k) = P .

Here, we have Q
′′

dl,k = diag{pk,1, . . . , pk,ddl,k
} and Σdl,k =

diag{σk,1, . . . , σk,ddl,k
, represents the power allocated to the

kth DL UE at the antennas with the ith data stream. Therefore,
the expression for (52) is:

Rdl =

Kdl∑
k=1

ddl,k∑
i=1

log(1 + σk,ipk,i). (53)

with the power constraint
∑Kdl

k=1

∑ddl,k

i=1 pk,i = P . We use
the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to verify that the solution∑Kdl

k=1

∑ddl,k

i=1 pk,i =
∑Kdl

k=1

∑ddl,k

i=1

[
λ− 1

σk,i

]
+
= P is the

assignment that maximises the sum rate, where the optimal
λ can be solved using bisection method. In section 6, the P
mentioned here will be denoted as PDL−BS .

6 Sum rate simulations

In this section, we evaluate the sum rate of both DL and UL
UEs across various scenarios that consider the rank of the
MIMO IBMAC-IC and the beamformers implemented.

We start by evaluating the sum rate for the system
Nul = 3, Ndl = 6, Kul = 2,Kdl = 4,Mdl = 20 and Mul =
4. For this, we consider several cases of initialisation of
the beamformers and repeat the WMMSE algorithm in an
iterative process to maximise the sum rate. In the following,
we describe the meaning of each notation associated with a
given simulation:

• init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE ZF): The simulation
calculates the sum rate during initialisation with
UE-to-UE ZF by utilising UL UEs’ precoders Gz,l and
DL UEs’ decoders Fz,k, and the ZF precoders at the DL
BS from (7) to consider the ZF between DL UEs,

• init (UE EigR + BS2UE ZF): The simulation
calculates the sum rate during initialisation without
UE-to-UE ZF by using UL UEs’ precoders and DL
UEs’ decoders as the reception vectors obtained from
the SVD of the direct channel matrices at the UL and
DL sides, and the ZF precoders at the DL BS from (7)
to consider the ZF between DL UEs,

• init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE ZF+ WF): The simulation
is similar to the init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE ZF)
simulation but includes the water-filling algorithm
discussed in subsection 5.3,

• init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE ZF)+ WMMSE, iter=n:
This simulation starts with the initialisation explained in
the init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE ZF) simulation,
followed by running the WMMSE algorithm described
in section5.2, and returns the sum rate at the nth
iteration of the WMMSE algorithm,

• init (UE EigR + BS2UE ZF)+ WMMSE, iter=n: This
simulation starts with the initialisation explained in the
init (UE EigR + BS2UE ZF) simulation, followed by
running the WMMSE algorithm described in
section5.2, and returns the sum rate at the nth iteration
of the WMMSE algorithm,
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• init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE ZF+ WF)+ WMMSE,
iter=n: This simulation starts with the initialisation
explained in the init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE ZF+ WF)
simulation, followed by running the WMMSE
algorithm described in section5.2, and returns the sum
rate at the nth iteration of the WMMSE algorithm.

By Monte Carlo averaging over 100 channel realisations,
we compute the sum rate at the DL and UL with Rdl,k of
equation (6) andRul,l of equation (4), respectively. The direct
channel matrices’ elements are generated as i.i.d. Gaussian
random variablesCN (0, 1), and the receive noise covariance is
normalised such that Rnknk

= INdl,k
. In simulations without

water-filling, we assume the same power at each UL UE, i.e.,
Pul,1 = Pul,2 = P , and a total power of KdlP at the DL BS,
where

∑Kdl

k=1 pdl,k = KdlP = PDL−BS and P = 10
SNR
10 .

In Figure 2, we present the sum rate at the DL and UL
UEs for the system with Nul = 3, Ndl = 6, Kul = 2,Kdl =
4,Mdl = 20, and Mul = 4. We consider two cases for the
interference channel rank between the UL UEs and the DL
UEs, i.e., rank(Hk,l) = r:

• Reduced rank MIMO IBMAC-IC: r = 2 such that the
DoF at each UL and DL UE is: dul,1 = dul,2 = 1 and
ddl,1 = ddl,2 = 5, ddl,3 = ddl,4 = 4. The procedure for
acquiring Gz,l and Fz,k is outlined in subsection 5.1,

• Full rank MIMO IBMAC-IC: r = 3 such that the DoF at
each UL and DL UE is dul,1 = dul,2 = 1 and
ddl,1 = ddl,2 = ddl,3 = ddl,4 = 4. As concerning the
Gz,l and Fz,k for r = 3, the maximum eigenvector of
each direct channel of UL UE is used, and a process
similar to the step 5 or 6 is used for each DL UE.

In the simulation shown in Figure 2, we examine the
performance of the sum rate at UL and DL for two different
ranks of the MIMO IBMAC-IC, namely r = 2 and r = 3. As
depicted in Figure 2, the sum rate at UL is almost the same in
both cases. This is due to the fact that based on the IA feasibility
condition in Theorem 3, it is not possible to increase the DoF
at UL UEs (and hence the rate at high SNR) for this system
dimension, without violating IA feasibility (Table 2). On the
other hand, for the DL side, we can observe in Figure 2 that at
high SNR, the sum rate is higher for r = 2 compared to r = 3,
which is also confirmed in the numerical results presented in
Table 2. This can be explained by considering a non-uniform
DoF at DL UEs (as suggested in Conjecture 1), which enables
us to increase the sum rate at high SNR.

Figure 3 illustrates the impact of UE-to-UE interference on
the performance of the DynTDD system, where we compare
the simulations with two different initialisation: init (UE2UE
ZF + BS2UE ZF) and init (UE EigR + BS2UE ZF). The
simulation results clearly show that incorporating ZF decoders
Fz,k and precodersGz,l to mitigate the UE-to-UE interference
leads to a significant improvement in the sum rate of the
system. In other words, the proposed approach successfully
addresses the issue of UE-to-UE interference and enhances
the overall performance of the DynTDD system.

Figure 4 presents a comparison of the average sum rate vs.
SNR for four different simulations: init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE

ZF), init (UE2UE ZF + BS2UE ZF+ WF), init (UE2UE ZF
+ BS2UE ZF)+ WMMSE, iter=n and init (UE2UE ZF +
BS2UE ZF+ WF)+ WMMSE, iter=n, to evaluate the water-
filling algorithm. The simulation results show the sum rate
at initialisation and the sum rate at different iterations (1st,
3rd, 10th, and 50th) of the WMMSE algorithm, indicating
the convergence behaviour of the algorithm. The comparison
also shows that the WMMSE algorithm outperforms the ZF
solution at low SNR, but the water-filling algorithm combined
with the ZF can approach the performance of the WMMSE
algorithm at low SNR.

Figure 2 Sum rate performance with Nul = 3, Ndl = 6, Kul = 2
and Kdl = 4 (see online version for colours)

Figure 3 sum rate performance with Nul = 3, Ndl = 6, Kul = 2,
Kdl = 4 and r = 2 (see online version for colours)

Figure 4 Sum rate performance with Nul = 3, Ndl = 6, Kul = 2,
Kdl = 4 and r = 2 (see online version for colours)

Fig. 4: sum rate performance with ,
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we present novel findings regarding the
feasibility of Interference Alignment (IA) and the potential
benefits of non-uniform DoF at DL and/or UL UE in terms of
sum DoF maximisation and rate at high SNR. We also compare
the evaluation of the sufficient condition in Theorem 4
with the state-of-the-art condition to highlight the achieved
improvement.

The focus of this paper is on beamforming design for
MIMO IBMAC-IC in DynTDD systems, with the objective
of maximising the weighted sum rate. We provide detailed
steps to construct ZF beamformers for both DL and UL
UEs to cancel all UL-to-DL interference links. Moreover, we
consider a ZF transmitter at the DL BS to mitigate intracell
interference. In our simulations, we use these ZF filters
during initialisation, and then we apply the WMMSE iterative
algorithm to maximise the sum rate, which is a potential
candidate for practical low-complexity transmit beamforming
implementations. We also investigate the impact of the water-
filling algorithm during initialisation and how it can improve
performance at low SNR. Our numerical results demonstrate
that UE-to-UE interference in DynTDD systems can be
detrimental to the system’s performance, but can also be
mitigated by interference alignment techniques.
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Note

1This distribution of singular values is used to dedicate the first
effective antennas to the reception/transmission of the useful signal.


